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Summary



Electric Flux
Quantification of field lines that pass normal 
(perpendicular) to a surface.


Units: [Newton meter2 / Coulomb]...  
... i.e., Electric field times Area


�E = EA

For Constant 

Electric Field “E”:

Area A

�E =

Z
�E · d �A = �E · �A



Flux through 

a Surface:

�

�E = ⇥E · ⇥A = EA cos�

General Case 

E and A at some angle:

�A�E

�E = 0

� = 90�
E and A Normal:

�E = EA

� = 0�

E and A Parallel:

�
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From Young and Freedman, Copyright (c) 2008 Pearson Education, Inc.



From Young and Freedman, Copyright (c) 2008 Pearson Education, Inc.

In the last case, doubling the box dimensions lead to 
an increase in surface area by factor of 4.  


Doubling the dimensions, however, reduces field at the 
box surface by factor of 4!   Net Effect: Same Flux!


 ... clearly, something interesting is happening here!
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Gauss’s Law

In General Integral Form:

�
E

=

I
⇥E · d ⇥A =

q

�
o

Therefore, for zero enclosed charge:

�E =

I
�E · d �A = 0



Gauss’s Law... 
...is applicable for any charge distribution, 


and for any closed surface!

�e = 0�
e

= q/�
o



Gauss’s Law...  
...is applicable for any charge distribution, 


and for any closed surface!

However: It is most useful to calculate electric fields 
when surfaces and E-field vectors are perpendicular, 

and the E-field is constant at the surface.



First, need a charge distribution that produces an 
E-field symmetric in two dimensions.


Second, need to Construct a Gaussian Surface:


...That is everywhere perpendicular to the E-field 
vector (normal vector dA parallel to E).


...Where all points are at constant distance r from 
the charge distribution, so E does not vary.


Third, need to know the enclosed charge qenc, and 
the Gaussian surface’s area A. 

Gauss’s Law



For Electric Field Calculations,  
Gauss’s Law is used for symmetrical problems:


Plane symmetry, where electric field points 
only in the x, y, or z direction.


Cylindrical radial symmetry, where electric 
field points only in the r direction from a line 
charge or charged cylinder.


Spherical radial symmetry, where electric 
field points only in the r direction from a point 
or spherical charge.



Summary / Next Class:

Read Textbook Sections: 22.3–22.5


Work on Mastering Physics for 5:00 Tuesday, 
Homework for Wednesday.  


Prepare to discuss!


